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Mike and Barbara,
The description provides a narrative of the data flow depicted in the attached block
diagram.
Description of the revised LIGO data flow model motivated by the choice of SAM-QFS
for the LIGO Laboratory mass storage solution:

1) The licensing cost and administrative complexity of SAM-QFS are sufficiently low
that it will be run at the Observatories. It was never considered a viable option to run
HPSS at the Observatories. Note, QFS has already been used as the interface between
CDS and LDAS successfully for both E7 and S1.

2) SAM-QFS running at the Observatories will provide 1yr of on-line data access at each
Observatory to its own data via a 700 slot tape robot. This is an increase from the current
3 week disk cache.

3) As before, two tape copies will be written at the Observatories with one tape copy
being physically transported to Caltech. However, unlike the original HPSS model, this
transported tape will be loaded directly into the 6000-slot tape robot at Caltech without
any need for tape-to-tape data replication, i.e., SAM-QFS allows for direct import of
tapes from another archive instance.

4) SAM-QFS allows for the archiving of Metadata to a simple and convenient file. LIGO
will dump the metadata for each physical tape at each Observatory to a unique file and
permanently archive one copy on local disk as well as transmitting a duplicate copy to
Caltech over the Internet with the use of tapes if necessary.  At Caltech this second copy
of metadata will be used to merge in the data from the corresponding data tape into the
archive mass-storage system and also be kept on independent disk storage for
redundancy. This leaves the Observatories and Caltech with identical copies of the raw
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data and sufficient metadata to describe both their local tape storage as well as each
others.

5) When failed tapes are encountered both the Observatory and Caltech instances of
SAM-QFS will know the tape labels at both locations so that replication of data from the
redundant tape located at the other site will be straight forward.

6) Equally important to archiving the data is the need to efficiently retrieve the data for
analysis with the large archive data analysis system at Caltech. The fundamental
filesystem interface (QFS) to SAM-QFS solves this problem without writing any
additional software as was planned to efficiently stage of data out of HPSS.
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